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Numbers 16:1-50    
Name: __________________________              Date:____________________

1. (1) From what tribe was Korah, and (2) from what tribe was Dathan (Numbers 16:1)?

2. How many princes rose up against Moses (Numbers 16:2)?
 
3. Who did the princes oppose  (Numbers 16:3)?

4. Who fell on his face (Numbers 16:4)?

5. To whom did Moses speak  (Numbers 16:5)?

6. What did Moses tell them to take (Numbers 16:6)?

7. What two things were to placed in the censers (Numbers 16:7)?

8. Whose sons did Moses addres (Numbers 16:8)?

9. (1) Who did God separate from the congregation of Israel, and (2) for what two reasons (Numbers 16:9)?

10. What were this small segments of the son’s of Levi seeking (Numbers 16:10)?

11. Against whom were Korah and his company murmuring  (Numbers 16:11)?

12. Who are the sons of Eliab (Numbers 16:12)?

13. How did Dathan and Abiram describe Egypt (Numbers 16:13)?

14. What did these evil men say they had NOT received (Numbers 16:14)?

15. (1) Who was wroth, and (2) to Whom did he talk (Numbers 16:15)?

16. Who did Moses address (Numbers 16:16)?

17. What was every man to take (Numbers 16:17)?
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18. (1) What did every man place in his censer, and (2) where did every man stand (Numbers 16:18)?

19. (1) Who did Korah gather against Moses and Aaron, and (2) what appeared unto the congregation
(Numbers 16:19)?

20. Who spoke to Moses and Aaron (Numbers 16:20)?

21. (1) From whom did the LORD tell Aaron and Moses to separate, and (2) what did the He want to do 
(Numbers 16:21)?

22. Upon what did Moses and Aaron fall (Numbers 16:22)?

23. To whom did the LORD speak (Numbers 16:23)?

24. To whom was Moses to speak  (Numbers 16:24)?

25. (1) Unto whom did Moses go, and (2) who followed Moses  (Numbers 16:25)?

26. From whose tents did Moses urge the congregation to depart  (Numbers 16:26)?

27. Where did the people stand (Numbers 16:27)?

28. What did the LORD send Moses to do (Numbers 16:28)?

29. What type of death did Moses cite, and (2) what type of visitation did Moses mention (Numbers 16:29)?

30. What new thing did Moses anticipate the LORD to do (Numbers 16:30)?

31. What happened to the ground once Moses ceased speaking (Numbers 16:31)?

32. What did the earth swallow (Numbers 16:32)?

33. To where did they, and all the appertained to them go (Numbers 16:33)?

34. What did all Israel do at the cry of the wicked (Numbers 16:34)?

35. What consumed two-hundred-fifty men (Numbers 16:35)?
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36. Who spoke to Moses (Numbers 16:36)?

37. (1) What is the name of Eleazer’s father, and (2) what was to be taken up  (Numbers 16:37)?

38. What was to be a sign unto the children of Israel (Numbers 16:38)?

39. What were made into broad plates for a covering of the altar (Numbers 16:39)?

40. Who is the only one that can make an offering to the LORD (Numbers 16:40)?

41. What did the congregation do the next day (Numbers 16:41)?

42. (1) To where did the people look, and (2) what appeared  (Numbers 16:42)?

43. To where did Moses and Aaron come (Numbers 16:43)?

44. To whom did the LORD speak (Numbers 16:44)?

45. Who did the LORD want to consume (Numbers 16:45)?

46. (1) To where was Aaron to quickly go,  (2) what was he to make, and (3) what had begun 
(Numbers 16:46)?

47. (1) To where did Aaron run, and (2) what had he put on (Numbers 16:47)?

48. Between whom did Aaron stand (Numbers 16:48)?

49. How many died in the plague (Numbers 16:49)?

50. Where did Aaron return (Numbers 16:50)?

51. In what ways have people in this age rejected the work of God’s chosen High Priest?

52. What are some observation and application of Numbers chapter sixteen?


